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Abstract. In this paper a GRASP algorithm hybridized with a composite local search and path-relinking is 
proposed to solve the linear ordering problem with cumulative costs. Our approach consists on adding a 
composite local search that helps to produce diverse good solutions and improve them trough a truncated 
path-relinking with local search. The computational results show that the GRASP algorithm finds 30 new 
best known solutions of the one hundred twenty three standard instances used with unknown optimal 
values. Also it shows that the GRASP algorithm outperforms to the best reported solution (Tabu search), 
when a nonparametric Wilcoxon test is applied. 

Keywords: Linear Ordering Problem, GRASP, Composite Local Search, Path-Relinking. 

 

1 Introduction 
 
The linear ordering problem with cumulative costs has its origin on wireless communications. In this context it is needed that 
the wireless devices communicates simultaneously to a base station. In order to identify them, the Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication Standard (UMTS) adopted the code division multiple access technique, where each device has a specific 
code, but due to the simultaneous communication and the distortion induced by radio propagation, each device produces 
distortion over the other devices in different proportions. Then it arises the need to have the distortion as low as possible. There 
is a technique that helps to keep a low level of distortion, this technique is called successive interference cancellation (SIC). This 
technique detects one device at a time and its interference is removed so the rest of the devices would have less interference [1].  
 
Then we have the problem of finding the order of detection for the devices that produces the minimal total interference, which is 
equivalent to the linear ordering problem with cumulative costs (LOPCC) [1]. Formally this problem is defined as: 
 

Given a complete digraph G = (V , A) with no negative arc costs i jcπ π , and nodes with no negative costs jdπ ,the problem is to 

find a permutation 1 2 1( , ,..., , )n nπ π π π π−= that minimizes 

'

1

( )
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n
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LOPCC ππ α
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With respect to the wireless devices application, i jcπ π represents the interference of the device jπ over the device iπ , and jπα   

represents the power of the signal emitted by the device jπ . 
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In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithms, the following sets of standard instances were used. 
• UMTS. Are instances from the group of telecommunications of the engineering school from the University of Padua, 

related with the order of detection for the UMTS networks [1]. These instances are four sets of size 16, the 
characteristics for each set of instances are: synchronous and asynchronous, with and without scramble; and their 
optimal values are known. 

• Random. Instances generated randomly with a uniform distribution proposed by Reinelt (1985) [10]. There are three 
sets of random instances each one of size 35, 100 and 150 respectively, their optimal values are unknown. 

• LOLIB. These instances comes from input-output tables from the European economy [6] and are a well-known set of 
LOP instances. We use 48 instances of sizes 44 to 60, 30 of size 44, 4 of size 50, 11 of size 56 and 3 of size 60, their 
optimal values are unknown. 

 

2 LOPCC Related Work 
 
The LOPCC problem is an NP-Hard [1] of recent origin. The main papers about this problem are presented by Bertacco [1], 
Righini [14] and Duarte [2].  
 
Bertacco [1] presents for the first time the LOPCC problem and its context, makes the demonstration of its hardness and 
produces two exact algorithms, one mixing integer-linear programming and the other is an ad-hoc enumerative algorithm which 
uses techniques of branch and bound. This algorithm uses a queue to produce solutions (permutations) and thus uses less 
memory and time to produce the tree of solutions. An interesting part of that algorithm is that it doesn’t wait to have a complete 
solution to evaluate it, instead of that it begins the evaluation at any part of the construction and if the evaluation of the solution 
so far exceeds the best solution known so far then it truncates the actual branch and continue with the next. 
 
Then Righini produces a modification to Bertacco’s enumerative algorithm using a new lower bound parameter to reduce the 
search space, these new parameter produces a better efficiency than the original algorithm. 
 
In Duarte et al. [2] a tabu algorithm (TS) is proposed, being the first metaheuristic algorithm proposed for this problem and also 
is the best known solution, this algorithm is constituted by four phases: one GRASP initial construction, a local search that uses 
an indicator to detect critic elements to be reordered as long as they are not tabu elements, a local search that descend to a local 
optimal, and other local search process that allows worsening in the solution in order to add diversification to the solution. The 
intensification phase terminates after a pre-specified number of consecutive iterations without improvement or when a time 
limit of 60 CPU seconds is reached. 
 
The experimental results reported in Teran et al. [15] shows that the heuristic construction is the most important method in the 
tabu search algorithm, but its performance tends to diminish with large instances. 
 
In this paper a GRASP algorithm with a composite local search and pathrelinking is proposed to solve the linear ordering 
problem with cumulative costs. 
 

3 Proposal GRASP 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Feo and Resende propose the GRASP methodology [3, 4] and the acronym was coined in Feo et al. [5]. The GRASP is a multi-
start algorithm which consist basically on a construction phase and a local search algorithm. 
 
In this paper we implement a hybrid GRASP with path-relinking algorithm for the LOPCC and in the next sections we show 
some details about its implementation and structure (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Structure of the GRASP Algorithm 

 
3.2 GRASP Construction 
 
The GRASP construction is one of the main parts of a GRASP algorithm, for the LOPCC an initial construction consists of a 
permutation that is built backwards, in order to evaluate part of the objective function value due to its cumulative costs. There 
are several ways to create a GraspConstruction, in this work we propose three GRASP constructions: a basic GRASP, a 
sampled GRASP and a reactive GRASP, these algorithms were tested in order to select one of them for the final GRASP 
implementation. 
 
The basic GRASP construction was implemented based on the heuristic construction used in Duarte et al. [2]. Where the first 
element is selected randomly (last position in the permutation). And for each position left, the next process is carried out. Each 
element is evaluated using a grasp function and the restricted candidate list is generated with the elements that surpasses a 

min max mincos (cos cos )thresshold t t tβ= + − , then a random element from the restricted candidate list is selected to be set on the 

actual position of the construction and we make the same process again for the next position until the construction is completed. 
 
The sampled GRASP was inspired in Resende [13] and Pantrigo[7]. The algorithm is similar to the basic GRASP construction 
but instead of generate the restricted candidate list from the elements that surpass the thresshold, the restricted candidate list is 
generated with random elements that have not yet been selected, then each one of them is evaluated and the best element is 
selected. 
 
Resende [12] and Paris [9] propose a reactive GRASP, the general structure is the same as the basic GRASP construction but 
instead of using a single β  value, each construction uses a different β  value. These beta values are selected using statistical 

information of the performance of previous solutions obtained with each β  value. The general structure of the GRASP 

construction is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 General Structure for the GRASP Construction 

 
The CreateCandidateList() method creates a list of candidates according to the β  value and the kind of GRASP specified by 

� � � � � � � � � , which can be a basic GRASP a sampled GRASP or a reactive GRASP. The SelectElement() method chooses the 

cost = 0 
insertElement(Random) 
cost += calculateCostOfInsertion() 
while(elementsNotSet > 0) 

elementsNotSet–- 
candidateList = createCandidateList(graspType) 
nextElement = selectElement(candidateList, graspType) 
insertElement(nextElement) 
cost += calculateCostOfInsertion() 
cost += tryToImproveSolutionSoFar() 

endWhile 

iterationsWithoutImprove = 18 
While(iterationsWithoutImprove > 0) 

iterationsWithoutImprove++ 
sol = ReactiveGraspConstruction() 
sol = CompositeLocalSearch(sol) 
AddToElite(sol) 
if (ActualIterIsMultipleOf(6)) 
 PathRelinking(eliteSet) 
end if 
UpdateBestSol() 

endWhile 
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next element in the construction of the solution, that selection is based on the graspType. The TryToImproveSolutionSoFar() 
method tries to insert the newest element into a position that has been set already. 
 
The CreateCandidateList()  method requires to calculate a cost in order to discriminate elements for the candidate List. As we 
already state the permutation is built backwards and the first element to be established is the last one, which is randomly 
selected. The next position would be n-1 and for this position all the elements must be evaluated as if they were placed there, 
this evaluation is a cost which can be calculated in different ways, it could be an exact cost value or a heuristic value. 
 
In Duarte et al. [2] the author uses the alpha value of each element to evaluate the cost for the restricted candidate list. In this 
paper we propose the use of that alpha value plus the cost of inserting a specific element before the elements that have not yet 
been inserted in the solution. 
 
Table 1 shows the results of the different GRASP constructions, being the Reactive GRASP the one with the best performance 
in all the different sets of instances except for the random instances of size 35, and so our final implementation uses the reactive 
GRASP solution. Also the technique proposed in this work, alpha plus cost over elements not yet set (alphaCost), produces 
better results than the use of the alpha value alone. 

Table 1. Error % for the GRASP Constructions 

Instances 
Kind of 

Cost 
Sampled Basic Reactive 

LOLIB 
Alpha 580.33 270.91 292.6 

AlphaCosts 265.19 177.64 166.98 

Random 35 
Alpha 15.98 15.98 17.45 

AlphaCosts 15.98 15.98 16.26 

Random 100 
Alpha 444.32 243.61 189.83 

AlphaCosts 413.42 204.58 170.17 

Random 150 
Alpha 2684.23 1164.3 1033.54 

AlphaCosts 2747.81 951.86 848.43 
 

3.3 Composite Local Search 
 
Another important part of the main algorithm is that instead of using a monolithic local search structure [11, 12], in this work 
we propose a composite local search algorithm. The main purpose of our composite local search is to do a fast diverse 
intensification procedure, this means that the intensification process has to have a component that includes diversity as long as 
it intensify and other component that speeds up the global local search process. 
 
As we have seen the local search algorithm must select an element in order to be reinserted on a different position, therefore it is 
critical to know which element should be selected. Pantrigo [7] propose the use of techniques to detect critical elements to be 
inserted in new positions, this idea is based on Piñana’s work [8]. In this paper a comparison between three techniques for 
detection of critical elements is presented. 
 
The first technique considers a critical element of the permutation as an element that has a high score value, which is given by 
equation 3 [2]. In the second one a permutation element is considered as critical if it has a high alpha value. In the last 
technique the critical elements of the permutation are selected randomly, in order to compare the other two techniques with a 
none biased detection of critical elements. 

( ) ij j ji i
j j

score i c d c d= +∑ ∑  (3) 

The first local search used in the composite local search is the percentage of critics local search algorithm (PCLS). The purpose 
of this algorithm was to make a quick advance to better solutions, based on the idea of the existence of a certain set of critical 
elements that might produce a high improve on the actual solution. This algorithm produces a set of critic elements 

{ 1,..., }C c c n= =  ordered using some critical detection method (score, alpha or random). 
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Then the most critical element c C∈  is selected, which is in position i of the permutation π . Then a neighborhood scan is 
carried out for c, this process review all positions of the permutation and selects the best improving position j*. Then an Inser

( , , *)InsertMove i jπ  is produced and c is removed from C. This process continues until a certain percentage of critical elements 

are taken from C. 
 
Next, a Stagnation Local Search algorithm (SLS) is applied, this is a procedure that does not stop until a certain number of 
iterations without improve is reached. The purpose of this process is to give a diverse component to the composite local search. 
Similarly to the PCLS this algorithm also produces the same set C, but the element c is selected in a different way. After 
producing C an element c is selected randomly with an exponential distribution that gives preference to critical elements, it is 
important to notice that this element is not removed from C. The neighborhood scan process works identical as in the PCLS and 
the process ends after a certain number of iterations without improve. In our algorithm the number of iterations without improve 
is equal as 10% of the size of the instance. The critical detection technique alpha is dynamic and thus an update of the set C is 
done when a 20% of the iterations without improve is reached. 
 
Once the SLS ends we apply the last local search algorithm named Local Optimal Search (LOS), this procedure descent several 
neighborhoods until it is unable to find a solution that improves the actual solution. The purpose of this part of the composite 
local search is to include a high level of intensification in order to find local optimal solutions. For this algorithm a set C is also 
produced as in PCLS and SLS. Then the most critical element c C∈  is selected and at the end of the process it is eliminated 
from C. For each iteration, a neighborhood of �  is scanned in order to obtain position j* which produces the best improving cost 
and then the ( , , *)InsertMove i jπ is carried out. Once C is empty, it is rebuilt if any improve was achieved during the process, 

otherwise the local search ends here. 
 
Tables 2 and 3 have the results of the analysis for the three different techniques to detect critical elements (score, alpha and 
random) on the LOLIB set of instances. The first column of table 2 shows the size of the instances, the rest of the columns are 
the same for both tables where column detection of critics shows the technique used to detect critical elements and for each 
technique the error percentage and time consumed for every local search is presented. 

Table 2 Techniques to Detect Critical Elements on Random Instances 

Size 
Detection 

of 
critics 

SLS LOS PCLS 

Err. % Time Err. % Time Err. % Time 

 
Random 31.39 0.03 1.33 0.18 157.99 0.01 

35 Alpha 32.93 0.03 1.21 0.19 129.04 0.01 

 
Score 32.96 0.03 1.44 0.19 148.23 0.01 

 
Random 61 5.1 15.26 14.35 6535.33 0.58 

100 Alpha 65.79 5.04 13.88 14.98 2935.85 0.58 

 
Score 60.48 5.24 14.55 14.25 6029.97 0.58 

 
Random 79.45 33.79 21.81 80.25 53301.66 2.83 

150 Alpha 96.01 32.04 26.85 86.56 33771.84 2.82 

 
Score 78.07 34.06 30.22 81.53 48531.19 2.82 

 
These tables show that for the Random instances, the best detection of critical elements was the random approach for the SLS 
procedure. While for the rest of the local searches, even for the LOLIB instances the alpha detection of critics shows the best 
performance. 
 
So the final configuration of detection of critical elements is random for SLS and alpha for the rest of the local search 
procedures, which is dynamic and depending on the local search it should be updated. 
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Table 3 Techniques to Detect Critical Elements on LOLIB Instances 

Detection 
of 

Critics 

SLS LOS PCLS 

Err. % Time Err. % Time Err. % Time 

Random 192.38 0.1 22.87 0.42 41390.2 0.02 

Alpha 133.09 0.1 20.45 0.42 2426.77 0.03 

Score 2303.17 0.1 22.23 0.47 9412694 0.03 

 
 
Once a critical technique was established for each local search we proceed with the tests for the configuration of the composite 
local search. The complete set of test configurations, with the percentage of critical elements for the PCLS were: LOS, 
PCLS(10%) + LOS, PCLS(30%) + LOS, PCLS(50%) + LOS, PCLS(70%) + LOS, PCLS(90%) + LOS, SLS + LOS, 
PCLS(10%) + SLS + LOS, PCLS(30%) + SLS + LOS, PCLS(50%) + SLS + LOS, PCLS(70%) + SLS + LOS, PCLS(90%) + 
SLS + LOS, for all the sets of instances. 
 
Table 4 and 5 shows the results of 18 iterations for the most significative configurations of tests for the LOLIB and Random 
instances, the first column shows the configuration used as local search or composite local search, the next column shows the 
average error followed by the number of best known solutions found, the new best known solutions produced and the time used 
for the process. 

Table 4 Composite Local Search Configuration Tests for LOLIB Instances 

Configuration Avg. Err. 

# of Best  
Known  

Solutions  
Found 

New Best  
Known  

Solutions 
CPU. Sec. 

LOS 15.96 18 1 0.71 

SLS + LOS 73.81 17 1 0.69 

PCLS(10%) + LOS 15.96 19 2 0.65 

PCLS(10%) + SLS + LOS 16.04 17 0 0.67 

PCLS(50%) + SLS + LOS 15.96 18 0 0.71 

PCLS(90%) + SLS + LOS 15.96 18 0 0.73 

 
Here we can see that for the LOLIB set of instances the best configuration is PCLS(10%) + LOS, this configuration uses less 
time than LOS algorithm alone in most of the cases, this happens because of the quick improve obtained from PCLS(10%) 
process. However for the test with PCLS(90%) the reader might think that it would improve the efficiency but if some of that 
90% elements are not really critical, looking for a better solution will produce an unnecessary cost in terms of time. 
 
Table 5 shows the results for the Random sets of instances with their most significative configurations. These results shows that 
for size 35 the best configuration is PCLS(70%) + SLS + LOS. For size 100 the best configuration is PCLS(10%) + SLS + LOS 
or PCLS(50%) + SLS + LOS, the selection depends on the average error or the time consumption. And for size 150 the best 
configuration is PCLS(10%) + SLS + LOS. 
 
As we can see first local search applied in the composite strategy tries to reach a fast improve in the objective function. The 
next local search intends to improve the actual solution by repositioning a set of its elements, which are randomly selected. At 
this point the process explores a set of quality diverse solutions. Finally the last local search carries out all the possible improves 
to the actual solution. Summarizing, the composite process starts by making quick improves in the actual solution, then look for 
improves randomly in the neighborhood and at the end the actual solution is moved to the nearest local optimal. 
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3.4 Path-Relinking 
 
The path-relinking process (PR) is a way to improve the best solutions obtained by the local search procedure, combining good 
quality and diversity solutions. In order to not divert away from good quality solutions a truncated path-relinking is used 

[11,12], it means that a solution 1π  will be guided towards a 2π  solution but 1π  will not reach 2π . 
 

Table 5 Composite Local Search Configuration Tests for Random Instances 

Configuration Avg. Error 
# of Best  

Known Solutions 
Found 

# of New Best  
Known  

Solutions 
CPU. Sec. 

Size 35 

LOS 0.7 15 4 0 

SLS + LOS 0.64 14 2 0.001 

PCLS(10%) + LOS 0.72 15 4 0.001 

PCLS(30%) + SLS + LOS 0.65 16 2 0.001 

PCLS(70%) + SLS + LOS 0.63 16 4 0.001 

Size 100 

LOS 11.05 1 1 16.56 

SLS + LOS 9.93 2 2 18.16 

PCLS(10%) + SLS + LOS 10.35 2 2 18 

PCLS(50%) + SLS + LOS 9.34 2 2 18.12 

PCLS(90%) + SLS + LOS 9.73 1 1 17.64 

Size + 150 

LOS 26.65 0 0 46.72 

SLS + LOS 26.96 0 0 53.44 

PCLS(10%) + LOS 22.63 2 2 46.44 

PCLS(10%) + SLS + LOS 23.25 4 4 51.84 

PCLS(30%) + SLS + LOS 25.82 1 1 53.24 

 
Our truncated path-relinking procedure is executed each six global iterations of the GRASP algorithm. A set of elite solutions 
that includes quality and diverse solutions (E(Q,D)) is build and used for the combining process. Two solutions are chosen from 
the elite set: a initial 'π and a guiding ''π  solutions. We apply two kinds of combinations strategies: forward and backward. 
The forward strategy takes the initial solution and move it towards the guiding solution. To show how this goal is reached let:

( , )Ind kπ a function that returns the position of element k in solution π  and the set of differences 

( '', ) ( ', )'' '{ ( ', ) ( '', )  -  for 1,..., }
Ind k Ind kk kD d Ind k Ind k and d k n

π ππ ππ π α α= ≠ = = . Now the element min* arg ( )k D= is selected and the 

difference *
kd  eliminated from D. In this point the intermediate solution * ( ', ( ', *), ( '', *))InsertMove Ind k Ind kπ π π π= is 

generated. This process continues until we have taken 15% of D and after this process a local search is applied. Figure 3 shows 
the algorithm for the pathrelinking combination. The backward strategy goes from the guiding to the initial solution applying 
the same procedure. 
 
The combinations between quality solutions goes forward and backward while between a quality solution and a diverse solution 
goes only forward from quality to diversity and there are not combinations between diverse solutions. The diverse solutions are 
those with the highest distance (see equation 4) to the best elite solution found so far elitebest. 

1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )
v V

Dist Ind v Ind vπ π π π
∈

= −∑  (4) 

Where 1π  and 2π  are different permutations. 
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Based on Resende et al. [11, 12] we implement a truncated path-relinking method, this path-relinking moves 15% from the 
initial solution to the guiding solution, that is because the studies over truncated path-relinking states that the best solutions are 
found at a 10% off the initial solution. And also Resende et al. [12] propose the use of local search procedures along the 
trajectory from the initial solution to the guiding solution and so we use a LOS algorithm to look for a better solution at the end 
of the truncated path-relinking. 

 
Figure 3 Path-Relinking Combination 

 
 
3.5 GRASP Configurations 
 
For the final GRASP algorithm implementation we use a reactive GRASP construction with a composite local search and path-
relinking is used for post processing (See Figure 4). The reactive GRASP construction uses a greedy function that assigns a cost 
(alphaCost) to each permutation element; which is the alpha value plus the cost of inserting a specific element before all the 
elements that have not yet been inserted in the solution. 
 

 
Figure 4 GRASP Configuration 

 
We configure the composite local search using a PCLS with alpha detection of critical elements and repositioning a 30% of 
them, followed by a SLS with a Random technique to detect critical elements and finally a LOS with alpha detection of critical 
elements. 
 
Finally a post processing path-relinking is carried out each six global GRASP iterations, we use an elite solutions E(3; 2) 
meaning the use of three quality elements and two diverse elements. 
 

For(i = 0to18) 
reactiveGraspConstruction() 
PCLS(alpha; 30%) 
SLS(random) 
LOS(alpha) 
updateBestSol() 
addToElite() 
if (totalIter%6 == 0) (if it is a multiple of six) 

pathRelinking(E(3, 2))  
updateBestSol() 

endIf 
updateTime() 

endFor 

Let: 
'π  be the initial solution and 
''π be the guiding solution, 

( , )Ind kπ be a function that returns the position of element k in solution π : 

iter = n ∗ 0.15 fifteen percentage of the size of the instance 
 
Do 
 * 'π π=  

 
( '', ) ( ', )'' '{ ( , ) ( '', ) and  for k 1,.., }

Ind k Ind kk kD d Ind k Ind k d n
π ππ ππ π α α= ≠ = − =  

 min* arg ( )k D=  

 *\{ }kD D d=  

 * ( ', ( ', *), ( '', *))InsertMove Ind k Ind kπ π π π=  

 iter-- 
 
While (iter ≠ 0)  
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4 Experimental Results 
 
In this section the computational results to assess the performance of the proposal algorithm (GRASP + PR) against the state of 
the art algorithm (TS) [2] are showed. 
 
4.1 Characteristic of the Experimentation 
 
The algorithms were implemented in C on a computer with dual Xeon processors at 3.06 GHz and with 4 GB of RAM. The 
instances used for the experimentations were the UMTS, LOLIB and the Random. For the UMTS, LOLIB and Random 35 sets 
of instances, 18 global GRASP iterations were performed. For the Random 100 and 150 the global GRASP iterations was 
reduced to 12 and 6 respectively. 
 
4.2 GRASP Algorithm Results 
 
In the next tables we show the comparison of the TS algorithm against the different GRASP implementations. The first 
implementation is GRASP + LOS, this implementation is formed by the reactive construction plus the best monolithic local 
search which is LOS. The second implementation is GRASP + CLS, this implementation is formed by the reactive construction 
plus our best implementation of composite local search as described in section 3.5. The final implementation GRASP + PR, 
which includes the composite local search and the path-relinking described in section 3.4 (see Figure 4). 
 
Table 6 shows the results obtained for all the sets of instances. The GRASP + PR algorithm has slightly better results than the 
TS algorithm and uses less time on the UMTS instances. However there is little difference between the quality of all the 
algorithms because of the small size of those instances. For the LOLIB instances five new best known solutions were obtained 
with the GRASP + PR algorithm and 33 best known solutions reached, outperforming the TS algorithm. And for the Random 
instances of size 35, 100 and 150 the GRASP + PR algorithm outperforms the TS algorithm, obtaining 20, 11 and 10 best 
known solution respectively and finding 4, 11 and 10 new best known solutions. The results shows that the GRASP + PR 
algorithm has statistically better performance than the TS algorithm with α  = 10% on an overall test.  

Table 6 Results Vs State of the Art 

Instances 

GRASP + PR TS 

Avg. Error 

# of 
Optimal 
or Best 
Known 

New 
Best Known 

CPU Sec. Avg. Error 

# of 
Optimal 
or Best 
Known 

CPU Sec. 

UMTS 00 0 25 0 0.001 0 25 0.06 

UMTS 01 0 25 0 0.001 0.03 24 0.03 

UMTS 10 0.35 24 0 0.001 0.03 24 0.03 

UMTS 11 0.01 24 0 0.001 0.06 24 0.03 

LOLIB 13.69 33 5 2.61 29.19 27 2.31 

RND 35 0.58 20 4 0.001 1.3 15 0.39 

RND 100 3.27 11 11 46.72 5.4 10 30.75 

RND 150 11.26 10 10 141.28 6.81 8 180.43 

Totals 29.16 172 30 190.615 42.75 157 214.03 

 

5 Conclusions 
 
In this paper a new GRASP algorithm for the linear ordering problem with cumulative costs is proposed. To reach a better 
intensification-diversification balance a composite local search and a path-relinking is applied. The computational results shows 
that it is better to use a composite local search than a monolithic local search and for the path-relinking we showed that adding 
diverse solutions to the set of elite elements produces better results than using only quality elements in the elite set. Also the 
proposed GRASP + PR algorithm finds 30 new best known solutions of the one hundred twenty three standard instances with 
unknown optimal values. 
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In order to compare the performance of the GRASP + PR and TS algorithms, a nonparametric Wilcoxon test validates with 
statistical significance the outperformance of the GRASP + PR over the TS with 0.10α = . 
 
Now we are working on the analysis of the instances in order to identify a correlation between its hardness and its 
characteristics, based on the landscape and fitness distance correlation studies. 
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